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W
ITH OUR CORE VALUES of Innovation, Purity, Community, and Well–Being,

we’re focused on revolutionizing the way the world eats. In 2015, our team put

these core values into action as behaviors and practices, intended not as literal

rules but to represent our positive intentions—the spirit of our culture.

OUR 
MISSION

is to 
revolutionize 

the way 
the world 

eats.
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DEAR FRIENDS,

Thank you to our customers, employees, farmers, and business partners for supporting us in 

another incredible year. The year 2015 marked 16 years since I sold our first product—500 hemp

bars—out of the back of my car. Even back then we sought out responsibly sourced ingredients

and gave away 1% of sales—only $1,900 the first year, and now it’s over $3.6 million and rising.

In 2015 we focused on offering additional products that taste better, are better for you, and are

better for the planet. Our new products include our certified-organic Superseed Blend, Buttery

Coconut Oil, Plant Protein Shakes, and Hazelnut Chocolate Spreads. 

As we grow our business, we monitor the social and environmental footprint of our products. In

this way, we keep ourselves at the forefront of solutions to some of society’s most pressing issues. 

We care deeply about our planet and the threat of climate change, so in 2015 we funded a Carbon

Farming Initiative in support of regenerative agriculture—one of the most promising solutions to

climate change and our degraded food system. I published a series of articles on Ecowatch.com

about the health of our soils and oceans, and how these critical ecosystems are in an alarming

state of disrepair. 

I feel proud of what we accomplished in the last year, yet I recognize that there is so much more

we need to do. The fate of 90% of the planet’s species hangs in the balance. No company can
solve these problems alone, so we remain committed not just to doing our part but also to 
working collaboratively with other innovative individuals and groups to create positive solutions.

In health,

JOHN W. ROULAC FOUNDER & CEO
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WOWING OUR CUSTOMERS
Nurturing vitality means offering our customers

a better choice, like our Hazelnut Chocolate

Spread—made with ethically sourced palm oil
and 40% less sugar than the leading brand. 

It also means taking our customers’ feedback 

to heart and striving to make every customer 

experience exceptional. In 2015 we improved our

hold times and provided the most up-to-date 

allergen information. We provided transparency

about our sourcing, ingredients, production, and

usage—all of which our customers are excited to

learn more about.    

FAIR TRADE FOR FARMERS 
For our fair trade coconut and palm farmers,

nurturing vitality means that for every coconut

or palm fruit they sell, an extra premium gets

collected. The farmers then come together to

identify their greatest challenges and democrat-

ically decide how they’ll invest their premiums.

2015 coconut premiums funded a school meal

program for undernourished children, tree

planting needed to replace unproductive old

trees, a disaster relief fund, microloans for

farmer families, and new machinery to separate

previously wasted coconut husks into peat and

fiber. 2015 red palm premiums funded health

and safety programs, seeds for intercropping,

and an educational community center.

WE NURTURE 
VITALITY

by conscious 
curating of 
the world’s 

finest organic 
plant-food 
ingredients.

Previously wasted coconut husks are separated into valuable peat and fiber.
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CULTIVATING WELL-BEING
We put our core value of well-being into practice by

rolling out food guidelines for Nutiva’s meetings and

events, new safety committee procedures and employee-

wide training, an indoor air quality inspection, and better

benefits for retirement, life insurance, and disability. 

In support of our health, employees received free Nutiva
products and a $75 monthly wellness reimbursement.
Daily walking groups tracked their steps for the Global

Corporate Challenge. We continued to learn and connect

through our bi-monthly Film & Speaker Series and the

Fun Committee’s Quarterly Business Review and parties.

Furthermore, we launched leadership training for all new

supervisors, increasing career development training to 14

hours per employee. 

ENGAGING OUR TEAM 
We honored Earth Day with an Innovation Contest that

challenged each department to lower their footprint

through such actions as upcycling wood pallets and steel

drums into furniture. We pledged to reduce our personal

footprints and received reusable water bottles at the

Make an Eco-Pledge station. The Carbon Footprint 101

station fostered conversations about climate change, 

and we recycled our ewaste from home at the Zero

Waste station. 

SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY
We give back to our local community in a number of

ways, including our quarterly community volunteering.

In 2015, we prepared food at the Bay Area Rescue

Mission, planted fruit trees at Serra Adult School,

lent a hand at Richmond’s Martin Luther King Day of

Service, and partnered with the YMCA for Nutiva’s

3rd annual youth basketball camp. 

We volunteered our time throughout the year in

many small ways: Chef Shanna demonstrated healthy

cooking to teens; Chris from IT managed audiovisual

for the Soil Not Oil Conference; Graphic Designer

Nancy created posters for nonprofits we supported;

Sustainability Director Gretchen helped organize 

several carbon farming events; and our CEO, John,

spent countless hours advocating alongside non-

profits.
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Wood pallets
and steel
drums were
upcycled into
furniture 
for an 
Innovation
Contest.
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You may not think you buy much palm oil, but it

is in 50% of all packaged products purchased.

Palm oil is a tropical oil that grows within 10 

degrees north and south of the Equator, where

biodiversity is highest. Most palm oil comes from

conventional farms in SE Asia, and massive expan-

sion in this region has been linked to appalling

labor rights violations, loss of tropical rainforest,

and increased climate change. Also, the illegal

logging and burning of fields to plant palms is

killing orangutans, an Endangered species.

Illegal logging and burning of fields to plant conflict palm oil is killing orangutans.

WE STRIVE 
TO SOURCE

from farmers 
and suppliers
that we know 
and trust to 

have ethical and
environmentally
sound operating

practices.
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PalmDoneRight is an international campaign to raise

consumer awareness about palm grown for good, such as

Nutiva’s Red Palm Oil—grown organically on small family

farms in Ecuador. 

Our palm farmers use manual pest traps instead of

chemical pesticides. Nitrogen-fixing plants and compost

fertilize the soil naturally without the need for synthetic

fertilizers. The ground cover below the palm canopy
adds biological diversity, whereas conventional palm
farming strips the soil bare with glyphosate-containing

herbicides. Intercropping improves farm revenues, pro-

viding stability and other agronomic benefits.

Our palm oil pays a FAIR TRADE premium to farmers and

preserves the superfood nutrition from Vitamins E and A

(that’s why it’s red).

PalmDoneRight is our commitment to nurture 

personal and planetary vitality. We can all make a 

difference. WE HAVE A CHOICE. Learn more at

www.palmdoneright.com, and share the movement

with #palmdoneright. 

Nutiva’s Organic Red Palm Oil on popcorn makes for a healthier,
vegan-friendly take on a classic treat. For this recipe and others,
visit www.kitchen.nutiva.com.
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TREES & GARDENS

Common Vision

Grameen Foundation

Whole Cities Foundation 

City Slickers

Global Student Embassy

Planting Justice

West County Digs

Captain Planet Foundation

Let's Grow Richmond

Huerto de la Familia 

Republic of Change

Urban Tilth

compostingfood justice hemp farming in USA

biodiversity small-scale organic nutritious school lunch

SUSTAINABLE FARMING

Fair Trade USA

IMO Fair for Life 

Biosafety Alliance Soil Not Oil Conference

Zarraga Integrated Diversified Organic 
Farmers Association

EcoFarm Conference

Women's Earth Alliance

David Brower Center

Greenhorns

Fibershed

The National Heirloom Exposition

The Solutionaries' Permaculture Tour

HEALTHY COMMUNITIES

Ceres Community Project 

Youth Environmental 
Strategies

Whole Planet Foundation

YMCA

Rubicon

Impact HUB Oakland

Richmond Community 
Foundation

Mindful Life 

RYSE

Food Shift 

$900,000 donated in 2015 to the Nutiva Foundation and 

other groups supporting healthy communities and ecologically

beneficial agriculture   ; $3.6M donated to date 



seed diversity community gardens GMO labeling

youth leadership fair trade carbon farming
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FOOD & ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISM

GMO Inside  

Hemp Industries Association 

B Lab

Kiss the Ground COP21 and film The Soil Story

Friends of the Earth GMO campaign

Turning Green

Food Forward

Non-GMO Project

Project Drawdown

Catapult

Vote Hemp 

One Step Closer to an Organic Sustainable 
Community

U.S. Zero Waste Business Council 

Regrarians film Polyfaces

Good Seed film

Amazon Watch

United Nations Association

Hemp in New York City 

Sustainable Food Trade Association

Hempstead Project Heart

NorCal Community Resilience Network 

Blueworld Project Climate Conference

Kids Right to Know: Just Label GMOs

Eyak Preservation Council

International Rivers

Nebraska Roots Hemp Conference

Rock Hemp Los Angeles

European Industrial Hemp Association

FOUNDAT ION
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95%

100%

“WASTE”
DIVERTED 
from landfill 
at our HQ

$75 WELLNESS + EXERCISE
reimbursement per month
per employee

928 MT CO2e
AVOIDED  
through 
recycling 
and reuse 100%EMPLOYEES ELIGIBLE

FOR BONUS PAY

100,000
COCONUT TREES DONATED
to Philippine farmers

29,000 
NEW FOLLOWERS on
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest  

14 HOURS  
of career 
development
training per 
employee

#1 IN 
COCO NUT
OIL

100%
RENEWABLE 
ENERGY
powers our 
HQ with 
wind energy
RECs 

AWARDED GLOBAL CITIZEN by the UN Association

and TOP CORPORATE PHILANTHROPIST by the 

San Francisco Business Times

OF NUTIVA 
PRODUCTS

are certified 
ORGANIC and 

NON-GMO 
verified.
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41%Senior 
management

represented by

WOMEN 

LESS SUGAR
in our Hazelnut 
Chocolate Spread
than the leading
brand and 5 times
the fiber

65% Of workforce represented by 

MINORITY ETHNIC GROUPS

85% OF PRODUCTS  
have recyclable 
packaging

546 TONS of non-organic
material diverted from
landfill to be recycled
and reused

to social and environmental causes

OVER $3.6M 
GIVEN AWAY TO DATE

30 SUPERFOODS
in our NEW Plant
Protein Shakes

$310k
TO FAIR TRADE 
supporting farmers

208 TONS OF BYPRODUCT
diverted from landfill and reused for
animal feed, biofuel and compost

342FRUIT TREES 
PLANTED

in 19 Richmond
schools

473CARBON OFFSETS
purchased 1,419 trees in

the Peruvian Amazon

40%
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OUR 
MISSION

is to 
revolutionize 

the way 
the world 

eats.

REVITALIZING HEALTH & VITALITY
When we created our first product, our goal was

to promote real food, healthy living, and respect

for the environment. We didn’t call ourselves revo-

lutionaries back then, it was simply who we were. 

WHY FIX FOOD?
It’s clear that we need a better food system. 

REGENERATING SOIL 
Feeding the world real food requires that we

maintain a biologically healthy planet—including

our soils and climate. This is why we support 

organic regenerative agriculture and its motto:

HEALTHY SOIL equals HEALTHY PLANTS
equals HEALTHY PEOPLE. Our support includes

sourcing organic products, educating consumers,

and funding conferences such as EcoFarm and

The National Heirloom Exposition, dubbed the

World’s Fair of pure foods.

ADDRESSING CLIMATE CHANGE  
If managed properly, organic regenerative agriculture can mitigate 
climate change through carbon farming. Carbon farming takes excess

carbon out of the atmosphere, where concentrations have reached 

unprecedented levels, and stores it in farm soils. The Nutiva Foundation

launched a Carbon Farming Initiative that united leaders in action and

educated the public about the link between soil, climate change, and

our health.  

The Initiative funded a number of programs. The Soil Not Oil International

Conference had over 100 speakers. The Story of Soil video, featuring

musician Jason Mraz, demonstrated the importance of healthy soil. 

Another video called Kiss the Ground will be released in 2017. The Carbon

Farming Tour to Bay Area farms revealed the secret behind unusually

tall, green grasslands in the midst of one of California’s worst droughts.

That secret? Healthy soil, enriched by compost applications designed

by the Carbon Cycle Institute and tradable on the carbon market.

.Diet has surpassed smoking as the number one

cause of death and disease in America..Obesity and diet-driven illnesses cost the 

economy half a trillion dollars each year..Only 1 in 3 Americans maintains a healty weight.. 9 out 0f 10 children do not eat enough fruits

and vegetables.
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EDUCATING YOUTH   
Our Trees & Gardens program contributed $174,000 toward

healthy school lunches and community gardens, which

will provide more than 200,000 pounds of locally grown

produce. The projects introduced young people to foods

they might never have heard of or tasted, shaping lifelong

eating behaviors around eating nutritionally dense foods

for health. Through a multi-year grant, Common Vision

has planted 342 nutritious fruit trees in 19 Richmond 

public schools. Turning Green’s Conscious College Road

Tour mobilized 100,000 students to transition their food,

lives, and schools from conventional to conscious. 
LEADING A MOVEMENT    
We continue to advocate for your right to responsibly

grown foods, to farm industrial hemp in the United

States, and to know what’s in your food. We funded

the Homegrown Flag Project, a video about veteran

Mike Lewis’s journey to produce a Kentucky-grown

and -sewn flag made from hemp fiber. Mike is helping

to rebuild the agrarian heritage of farming industrial

hemp, begun by America’s Founding Fathers in 1792.

We supported GMO Inside’s major victories derived

by pressuring Campbell Soup Company to label its

GMOs and the Hershey Company to eliminate GMO

sugar in its chocolate.

As leading advocates in the industry, our products

are 100% certified organic and Non-GMO verified, and

we support the Non-GMO Project’s work to ensure

viable non-GMO alternatives.

FUELING ACTIVISTS   
A grant to Whole Cities Foundation funded activist Jenga

Mwendo’s transformation of a vacant lot into a vibrant

community garden in the 9th Ward of New Orleans.

Community residents learned about food as medicine,

improved their confidence about making healthy food

choices by 40%, and increased the nutrition labels they

read by 30%.

A grant to ZIDOFA rice farmers is revolutionizing the 
way rice is grown in the Philippines, the 8th largest rice
producer in the world. Farmers introduced organic seed

and replaced chemical inputs with a rich organic fertilizer

that is increasing crop yields and saving water. With seed

money from Nutiva, the project is gaining the attention of

farmers and the backing of government officials.
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WE WOULD
RATHER BE 

PART OF 
THE SOLUTION 

THAN THE 
PROBLEM.

MAKING STRIDES
We continue striving to become a better business

and to keep minimizing our environmental 

footprint. When we recertified as a B Corporation

in 2015, we found that we had raised our score

by 16%, and that our Environment score was 

57% higher than the median for all medium-sized

B Corporations. We’re proud to be part of the
business solution by voluntarily meeting higher
standards of transparency, accountability, and
performance.

CLEAN ENERGY AND WATER
Feeding the world organic, nutrient-rich superfoods uses energy and

water. For the third year, 100% renewable energy powered our head-

quarters and warehouse through our purchase of wind energy RECs.

Energy consumption per unit of product increased by 32% at our

headquarters and warehouse. This was mostly due to our consolidating

coconut oil production in Richmond, which improved overall efficiencies.

In order to reduce our energy load, we audited our building and shut-

down procedures, then implemented improvements.

We don’t use water as an ingredient in our products, so our water use

is already low compared to typical food manufacturers. Nevertheless,

when the Governor of California declared a state of extreme drought in

early 2015, we responded by educating employees about the need for

water conservation.

GHG FOOTPRINT
Considering that agriculture is a primary driver for greenhouse gas

(GHG) emissions linked to climate change, we consider tracking and

mitigating our carbon footprint to be a priority. In 2015 for the first

time, we expanded our metrics to include all emissions across our 

supply chain according to the Greenhouse Gas Protocol. This advance

enabled us to purchase offsets, and it positions us to develop a 

Climate Action Plan with reduction targets.

With a complete carbon footprint baseline, we found that one pound 

of our plant-based superfoods generates on average 1 kg of CO2e. This

is roughly half of the GHG emissions for carbon-intensive foods such as

dairy and meat products. 
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CARBON OFFSETS
As part of our commitment to fight climate change, we

initiated a new carbon offset program. Working with Pur

Projet, we offset 2015 emissions from our chia farming

and production (473 MT CO2e). 

The carbon offsets purchased 1,419 trees from the Alto

Huayabamba Agroforestry Project in Peru. The project

plans for 2 million native and cocoa trees to be planted 

in this Amazon region. It’s an exemplary strategy for

combining agriculture and forestry in a way that not 

only sequesters carbon from the atmosphere but also 

preserves biodiversity, conserves water, protects against

natural disasters, and favors small farmers. 

PACKAGING
The production and end-of-life treatment of our

packaging generates 5% of our overall GHG emissions,

and 85% of our product packaging is recyclable.

However, we realize that recyclable packaging

doesn’t always make it to a recycling center. That’s

why we continue to offer bulk sizing and support

non-GMO compostable packaging research through

OSC2. We launched our new Plant Protein Shakes in

a 100% PCR recycled plastic container, and identified

greater efficiencies in our secondary packaging. 

By switching from litho lam to direct print, we’ll 

reduce our carbon footprint by 521 MT CO2e and 

realize a cost savings of $88,000.

ZERO WASTE
Maintaining a zero waste headquarters and warehouse 

is a priority, and we’re committed to continuous improve-

ment. Through our zero waste program, 95% of waste
materials or 770 MT were diverted from the landfill and

either reused (33%) or recycled (62%). Recycled materials

included 208 MT of byproduct and kitchen scraps that

were composted, donated to farmers for animal feed, 

or used for biofuel. The program generated $174K in 

revenue and avoided disposal costs, and it earned Nutiva

the Gold Standard Zero Waste certification from the

United States Zero Waste Business Council.



Are you
A FAN?

“Thank you for having the same 

dedication to your core business 

values as you do to providing the

finest organic products available 

with true dedication to the health 

of the consumer and not just 

your bottom line.”

“Thank you so much

@nutiva for having us

today! We learned so

much about sustainability

and loved hearing about

the zero waste program.

We got some great 

ideas for our local 

school programs!"

“The funds from Nutiva have 

supported our work over the

past year to build relationships

with many youth development 

organizations. Thank you for 

all you do to help build a 

healthier world.”

213 West Cutting Blvd., Richmond, CA 94804       800.993.4367        www.nutiva.com
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